
 
Now with an even stronger company culture, GetUWired can serve their clients at a more incredible level.

GetUWired Is a Two-Time Winner of Entrepreneur
Magazine's Prestigious Award
ERock Christopher August 15, 2017

One of
the top
small

business marketing firms, GetUWired Wins Entrepreneur Magazine's Top Company Cultures Award for 2017
under the small-sized company category, making them a two-time winner.

(Newswire.net -- August 15, 2017) Dahlonega, Georgia -- GetUWired, a small business marketing firm, is excited to
announce that it has been recognized in the Top Company Culture list of 2017, small-sized company category, by
Entrepreneur Magazine for the second time. CEO and Co-Owner Melissa Allen has released anofficial statement
conveying how special the award is for the company. “I am forever grateful to the brilliant people I get to work with on a
daily basis. I’m honored and humbled to be a part of such an inspirational culture,” she shares.

Every year, Entrepreneur partners with CultureIQ, a culture management platform, and they spend months searching
for the best office cultures in America. Greg Besner, founder and CEO of CultureIQ, shares that the goal of the survey
is to identify organizations that are worth learning from and to find out what makes them so good. He further explains
that “A high-performance culture leads not only to employee engagement but also to measurable business results.”

The candidates were scored based on 10 core qualities -- communication, support, collaboration, innovation, mission
and value alignment, agility, wellness, work environment, responsibility and performance focus -- on a scale of zero to
100. GetUWired took home the award with a high score of 95.67. Out of the 153 chosen to make the list, it bagged the
13th spot, proving just how their employees love their jobs. And it’s not the first time they won the inspirational award.
GetUWired also landed a spot on Entrepreneur’s Top Company Culture list in 2015 as well.

According to Jason Feifer, Editor-in-Chief of Entrepreneur, great company cultures are the result of great leadership.
“There should be a conscious effort to make everyone on a team feel engaged and important,” he adds. GetUWired
embodies these qualities as seen through their core values. Employees consider themselves as a ‘tribe’ wherein they
do everything as a team. The company strives to be a place people believe in and love. Melissa Allen shows
appreciation of their accomplishment as two-time winners in her official statement.

When Dobbin Buck, a certified internet marketing expert and co-owner of GetUWired, was asked about the prestigious
award a 2nd time during this interview, here was his response, “Well, success comes in many forms but when we talk
about the Entrepreneur Magazine award for Top Company Culture , really, that comes right out of this culture that we've
developed here at GetUWired and so we have just over 40 full-time employees, here and over the last several years,
we've made a real concerted effort to follow the specific needs of our employees and, you know, what would make
them most productive, most happy in life and ultimately, when you have happy employees you wind up creating happy
customers.”

Now with an even stronger company culture, GetUWired can serve their clients at a more incredible level. They make it
easy to get the powerful, profit-driving marketing today's businesses require. Businesses need help from trustworthy
internet marketing firms like GetUWired who are truly passionate about business and success. Call them at (877) 236-
9094 or visit their website for more information.

About GetUWired

Small business – is there anything that says “American Dream” more than that? We don’t think so. In 2003, GetUWired
was founded to give small businesses a fighting chance in the big-business world of internet marketing. In just over a
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decade, GetUWired has grown into a thriving internet marketing and automation powerhouse known worldwide as an
elite agency. We’ve served thousands of small businesses, won a slew of awards, and count some of the most
influential minds in business as our clients and friends.

GetUWired

3221 Copper Mines Rd.
Dahlonega, Georgia 30533
United States
877-236-9094
Info@GetUWired.com
http://www.getuwired.com
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